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CRRA to Distribute $14.8 Million to Member Towns 

70 Towns to Receive Payments from Settlements of Enron-Related Cases; 
Hartford to Receive $1.9 Million, Waterbury $1.2 Million 

 
HARTFORD, Conn. – Cities and towns whose costs of trash disposal increased in the wake of the 
Enron bankruptcy will receive payments resulting from two lawsuits related to that deal. 
 
The Connecticut Resources Recovery Authority Board of Directors today voted to distribute $14.8 
million to the 70 cities and towns of its Mid-Connecticut Project. The money comes from two 
settlements: 

• $21 million netted from a settlement with the law firm of Hawkins, Delafield & Wood LLP to 
settle a suit in which CRRA charged the firm with providing faulty or improper advice with 
respect to its energy transaction with Enron. 

• $2.8 million netted from settlements with other law firms that previously represented Enron or 
Enron-related entities.  

 
CRRA will use the remaining $9 million to defease the remaining project debt. CRRA sold bonds to 
finance construction of Mid-Connecticut Project facilities. CRRA’s bond indenture covenants require 
it to first pay off its debt before rebating funds to towns. In defeasance, money is placed into an 
irrevocable trust which accumulates interest, and bond payments are debited from that irrevocable trust 
account. 
 
With these actions, CRRA will in effect have paid off $190 million in bonds, plus $22 million 
borrowed from the state in the wake of the Enron bankruptcy, in less than four years. 
 
“Ever since the new board took over CRRA in 2002, we have believed the most prudent course of 
action to benefit our member towns in recovering from the Enron bankruptcy would be to retire our 
debt. That way, we could assure our towns of stable, predictable disposal fees,” said Thomas D. Kirk, 
CRRA president. “Having accomplished that, we now have the capacity to return money to our 
towns.” 
 
(EDITORS AND NEWS DIRECTORS: A COMPLETE LIST OF TOWNS AND AMOUNTS 
THEY WILL RECEIVE  IS ATTACHED.) 
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CRRA will distribute the $14.8 million in proportion to the amount of trash each town delivered to the 
Mid-Connecticut Project over a four-year period from July 1, 2002, through June 30, 2006.  For 
example, Hartford delivered 13.1 percent of trash received in those four years, so it will receive more 
than $1.9 million. Waterbury delivered 8.4 percent of the project’s trash, so it will receive more than 
$1.2 million.  
 
In 2000, CRRA and Enron entered into an agreement taking effect in March 2001 that called for Enron 
to buy power produced at the Mid-Connecticut Project trash-to-energy facility and pay CRRA $2.375 
million per month over more than 11 years. As part of the agreement, CRRA transferred to Enron $220 
million, part of $280 million Connecticut Light & Power paid CRRA to buy down its contract to buy 
Mid-Connecticut Project electricity. In December 2001 Enron declared bankruptcy and stopped paying 
CRRA. The court presiding over the Enron bankruptcy valued CRRA’s losses at $220 million though 
the actual loss, including the future value of money, was much more.  
 
In 2005, CRRA netted $111.8 million from selling at auction its bankruptcy claim against Enron. 
 
After the Enron bankruptcy, in 2002 the General Assembly passed legislation that reformed CRRA. 
The legislation also required the new board and management team to mitigate the impact of the Enron 
bankruptcy on disposal fees. Those actions included spending down more than $20 million in reserves, 
restructuring contracts, reorganizing CRRA’s work force, sourcing lower-cost vendors, re-selling its 
electricity and structuring a new recycling contract to generate revenue.  
 
Those actions, along with recovering that $111.8 million, kept increases in disposal fees to a minimum. 
In fact, for two years in a row the disposal fee was $70 per ton, and in the current fiscal year it was 
lowered to $69.  
 
“The CRRA Board of Directors will set the upcoming year’s disposal fee in February, but we’re pretty 
confident there will be more good news for our towns when we do,” Kirk said. 
 
The Connecticut Resources Recovery Authority is a quasi-public agency whose mission is to work for 
– and in – the best interests of the municipalities of the state of Connecticut. CRRA’s new board of 
directors and new management team develop and implement environmentally sound solutions and best 
practices for solid waste disposal and recycling management on behalf of municipalities. CRRA’s four 
solid waste projects serve 118 Connecticut cities and towns. CRRA also runs environmental and 
recycling educational programs through its Visitors Center and Trash Museum in Hartford and 
Children’s Garbage Museum in Stratford. For more information about CRRA and its activities, visit 
http://www.crra.org . 
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(Editors and news directors: a complete list of towns and amounts they will 
receive is attached.) 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Distributions to Mid-Connecticut Project Cities and Towns 
Based on MSW Delivered July 1, 2002, through June 30, 2006 

(Distribution figures are as of January 25, 2007, and may be subject to review.) 


